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This article gives answers to following important questions: What are the main tasks and aims of strategic planning and program budgeting in the context of managing the public finances? Why the introduction of linking between strategic planning and program budgeting, oriented to the result, is important in Georgia? The paper emphasizes the efforts of Georgian authorities to implement performance-based program budgeting. Based on the initial results, authorities decided to establish a link between strategic planning and budgeting, as a condition for implementing performance-based budgeting. It presents steps toward this goal and outlines some remarks on future measures.
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INTRODUCTION

Strategic planning plays the role of an instrument that promotes coherent public policies, ensures quality and the right justification of the budgetary programs and backs up the main public policies to be financed. Introducing the strategic planning system also creates the premises for a clear, coherent and well-argued competition regarding financing of the additional initiatives of line ministries (a
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mechanism for financing public policies which are initiated after the budget is approved). Strategic planning can be a useful and even an instrumental tool to provide efficient management of public finances in the context of performance-based program budgeting implementation.

Performance-based program budgeting is the practice of developing budgets based on the relationship between program funding levels and expected results outcome of the program. In other words, it is the linkage between funding and results (outputs and outcomes). Program budgeting implies public expenditures by type of activity. Aims of the program budgeting includes:

- Maintaining the general fiscal discipline;
- Allocating resources according to the state priorities;
- Supporting service effectiveness;
- Linking the country’s economic and social development strategy to the state budget;
- Allocations based on the priorities from the strategy;
- Increasing the accountability and transparency of the results achieved;
- Eliminating some (identified) problems completely;
- Significant improvement in the suitable field, having influence over the country priorities.

The programs – objective-based categories of expenditure, where objectives should generally refer to the intended outcomes of the expenditure associated with details on what work is to be done. Budgeting based on programs has placed the emphasis explicitly on the budgetary choices between competitor policies. While performance budgeting aimed to discover the most efficient method to achieve a certain objective, program budgeting has regarded the objectives as variables. Therefore, program budgeting strived for a connection between the program’s costs and the results of the public programs. This budgeting method is intended to be an alternative to the conventional practice of making budgetary compromises, its supporters claiming that the decisions to allot the budget expenses will be taken in accordance to the marginal value which can be obtained through a different use of the budget’s resources.

From a political point of view, program budgets have a great potential to allow the Parliament to analyze political implications of the decisions regarding public expenses because these are concentrated on generating information about the efficiency of services in connection to the formal objectives that were set for them. In contrast, from the economic point of view, because of the reasons stated above, the program budgeting represents a lead in relation to the performance budgeting.

Based on the economic theory of bureaucracy, it can be noted that the information supplied by this type of budget helps the Parliament to fairly assess considerable benefits resulted from the budgetary allocations. Besides, this generates tension in the executive branch, because this branch can’t influence the information about individual benefits. Therefore, the information on effects is welcomed because although it won’t impact productive efficiency, at least not directly, the efficiency of allocations will grow when the members of the political authorities improve their estimations regarding the benefits.

The paper utilises official reports as the primary source of the information from international and national (Government of Georgia: Ministry of Finance of Georgia: The State Audit Office of Georgia) resources. In addition, the paper uses the legislative as well informational analytical basis and materials regarding the budgetary system.

The main research questions of this paper are:

1. What are the main tasks and aims of strategic planning and program budgeting in the context of managing the public finances reforms? What kind of influence do the systems of strategic planning and program budgeting have on management practice of the public finances in Georgia?

2. Why the introduction of results-oriented performance-based budgeting is important in Georgia?

The paper is structured as follows: Section 1 presents a brief literature review regarding the role of strategic planning and its linkage to performance budgeting. Section 2 provides analysis of shortcomings and development of public finance reform management in Georgia. Section 3 focuses on a critical investigation of policy planning system framework in Georgia and the last section offers concluding remarks.

1. Literature review

Strategic planning’s origins per se, as used in the public sector, can be traced to the late 1950s and early 1960s. The U.S. Department of Defense began to look for better and more useful ways to plan for its long-term needs while at the same time achieving cost savings. The advent of the Planning-Programming-Budgeting-System (PPBS) began what was to blossom into a series of varying strategic planning and budgeting systems. PPBS promised to do several things to improve federal governmental operations. Some of these anticipated improvements included: establishing long-range planning goals and objectives; examining the costs and benefits of these anticipated ends; comparing and contrasting alternative activities to achieve agency goals and objectives; and, establishing multi-year projections for both executive and legislative consideration when considering annual budgets and appropriations (Young, 2001).

Streib and Poister (2002), in an article describing the use of strategic planning in municipal governments, state that local officials began seriously to use strategic planning in the 1980s. This was caused principally by local governments’ reaction to “Reaganomics,” which ultimately resulted in a series of draconian cuts of federal funding to city and county governments. In terms of definition, Streib and Poister define strategic planning as something quite basic and necessary, that is, a planning effort or method “to focus scarce resources, to maximize effort, and to exploit opportunities.” They state further that strategic planning is that which: seeks to revitalize an organization by channeling effort toward the most important goals and activities. The use of strategies has military roots, and we hear of business strategies of different kinds. Strategic planning is an essential part of aggressive results-oriented management. It is a “big picture” approach that appears well suited to our rapidly changing world. (Streib and Poister (2002).

Hines (1991) speaks to strategic planning in a similar fashion. He emphasizes the common planning elements of strategic planning, such as, the determining of mission, result areas, critical issues, goals, objectives, and strategies. Of particular importance to Hines is the determination of critical issues. He states that internal and external factors (viz., critical issues) to an organization are vital to the strategic planning process.

Bryson (1995) defines strategic planning in a more comprehensive and political sense. He states that strategic planning is an excellent method for an organization – a governmental or quasi-governmental one – to contend with fluctuating situations and circumstances. Bryson argues that the main aim of strategic planning is to think and act strategically. Additionally, as a planning exercise, in the real world, it should assist in facing the critical issues Hines is so keen on. Further, strategic planning is necessarily cognizant and attuned to political realities. Bryson believes that strategic planning “accepts and builds on the nature of political decision making”. In government, much that is
decided, insofar as agency missions and goals for example it is tied to political decisions. Budgets and appropriations are likewise made by elected officials and are political in one way or another. Strategic planning for Bryson is hence a method of systematically keeping up or ahead of changing environments and is out of necessity politically sensitive. Jack Koteen (1989) defines Aims of Strategic Planning, which is illustrated in the table given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide Strategic Direction</td>
<td>In setting direction, three purposes stand out: 1) strategic planning sets goals on where an organization wants to go; 2) it indicates where resources are to be concentrated; and 3) it gives top priority and attention to strategic goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide Priority Use of Resources</td>
<td>Resources are scarce or limited. Strategic planning allows for sound and pointed allocation of resources – human, financial, and material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Standards of Excellence</td>
<td>Strategic planning allows an organization to establish shared values and standards of excellence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cope with Environmental Uncertainty and Change</td>
<td>Strategic planning aims to be flexible and provide contingencies for uncertainty and change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide Objective Basis for Control and Evaluation</td>
<td>Strategic planning allows for marking success and failure. Performance measurement or tracking of strategic objectives and action plans are of significance and serve as a basis for control.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s compilation

Today, the strategic planning system in USA has advanced and has been integrated with its performance budgeting system. The Texas strategic planning and budgeting system is officially called the "Strategic Planning and Performance Budgeting System," commonly referred to by the acronym, SPPB. SPPB is described by the state’s auditor as “a mission or goal oriented system that joins strategic planning and performance budgeting within the overall framework of the state’s appropriations process. In short, SPPB is a system utilized to make agency spending determinations as they are linked to expected agency results. (Richard D. Young 2005).

Performance budgeting, a practical and technical term, aims to use performance information for managing budgets. However, due to differences in kinds of information used and the ways in which information is used, the term has various definitions and types. According to the concept of the Government Accountability Office (GAO) (1993), performance budgeting should link performance levels with specific budget amounts, so that it can encompass Planning Programme Budget System (PPBS), Management By Objectives (MBO), and Zero-Based Budgeting (ZBB). The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (2003) defined performance budgeting as "a form of budgeting that relates funds allocated to measurable results". Also, many literatures define performance budgeting as a process of linking budget decision making to performance of programmes (Lauth, 1985).

More broadly, Jordan and Hackbart (1999) stated that it is “preparing the budget document with identified performance measures.” McGill (2001) defined it as "the process of linking expected results to budget levels but not to any particular approach." He argued that there was, in the end, no definitive process of performance budgeting.

Emphasizing the formality of producing performance information, Robinson & Brumby (2005) defined performance budgeting as "procedures or mechanisms intended to strengthen links between the funds provided to public sector entities and their outcomes and/or outputs through the use of formal performance information in source allocation decision-making". From the perspective of an administrative reform, Andrews & Hill (2003) explained performance budgeting as an institutional reform that shifted input-oriented into outcome-oriented budgeting.

In recent times, performance budgeting has tended to be more closely associated with long/mid-term strategic planning or mid-term expenditure frameworks. Indeed, many governments tend to attach strategic plans to budget request documents. The strategic plans set objectives or goals for the organizations and activities, and these provide a guide for performance measurement. In this context, some researchers have defined performance budgeting as "requiring strategic planning regarding agency mission, goals and objectives, and a process that requests quantifiable data that provides meaningful information about program outcomes" (Melkers and Willoughby, 2003; re-cited Robinson and Brumby, 2005). However, Melkers and Willoughby's definition encompasses non-budgeting activities, so that it expands the concept of performance budgeting to broader managing-for-results (Ronbinson and Brumby, 2005).

2. Shortcomings and development of Public Finance Reform in Georgia

Public Finance Reform in Georgia that started since 2004 included Introducing Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF), improving main aspects of budgeting, implementing Government Finance Statistics Manual – 2001 (GFSM 2001) classification for all levels of the Budget and moving to Program Budgeting. New regulations introduced in budgeting were depicted in the New Budget Code of Georgia, which has been elaborated and adopted by the Parliament in 2009 and is in force -- has been enacted since 2010. The Budget Code incorporated in itself all the laws regulating the whole Budgetary System at the central level as well as for the Budgets of Autonomous Republics and Local Self-governments. The new code also declared the will of Georgia to gradually move to program Budgeting from 2012 for State Budget and from 2013 for the Budgets of the Autonomous Republics and Local Self-Governments. At the level of the central public administration, Georgia has experimentally introduced the program budgeting in the year 2011 in 6 Ministries and in 2012 this type of budgeting was extended to all the Ministries.

Georgia has been formally moved to the program budget oriented towards the result already for the fourth year, but the country's parliament approves the state budget without the part of the program budget (as enclosure). Therefore, on the fourth year after moving to program budgeting, the program budget of the country still has no legal power. According to the Ministry of Finance, it will be quite difficult to determine the expected results and estimation indicators exactly at the initial stage for introducing the program budget. In case of approving them by the law initially, it is possible to set the question of
It is mentioned in the program budget methodology that at the initial stage, when the budget must be constructed in a new format, means three years period, program budget format should be improved. During this period one must improve the methods of elaborating the results' indicators, and the information from the indicators must become the means of measuring the implementation really, exactly and effectively. Comparing with the enclosures of 2012-2015 program budgeting tendency of improving the quality of program budgeting is not distinguished. Year by year information about the activity of programs and sub- programs has been decreasing, which, first of all, is expressed in its being less detailed. Aims and measures are not separated and they are mixed as well as the indicators of final or/and median results. From the fifth chapter of the state budget (priorities and programs of the state budget) long descriptions of the programs and sub- programs are invariably copied. Absolute majority of the indicators of given estimation is formed so generally, that it makes impossible to measure any result. Even worse, on the fourth year after moving to the program budgeting we still have no indicators to measure the median and final results.

Program budget methodology has been updated in 2015. New methodology proposes new regulations which recommending to the line ministries (describing Action Plan preparation procedures within the line ministries) how to develop programs and subprograms, prepare costing for each kind of programs (such as, administration and management, service delivery, subsidies or infrastructure programs), determine the expected outputs and outcomes and performance indicators based on their medium-term plans, sector strategies and available resources. Additional information is requested to spending agencies to submit their program budget annex, such as, the baseline of indicators, targeted indicators/data, deviations from targeted indicators and possible risks for each program and subprogram. The programs/subprograms/activities in the above-mentioned Action Plans or sector strategies should be relevant to Annual budget and Basic Data and Directions (BDD) document.

In 2016 state budget, the program budget part has been prepared according to the New Methodology. Also, Medium Term Action Plans have been prepared by five pilot ministries.

The Budget Code of Georgia requires that all primary spending units provide a report on programs as an annex to the budget. The law required that the Government, through the Ministry of Finance, elaborate the projects of annual budgeting laws and of the budgets. Among others, these projects were based on the programs drawn up by the primary spending units in order to finance actions or a set of actions that are associated with accurate objectives and results indicators and efficiency indicators. The programs are accompanied by the annual assessment of each program's performance which must set out the following: actions, associated costs, aimed objectives, estimated and obtained results for the coming years, measured by precise indicators, whose choosing is justified. Thus, each program must define:

- the final purpose of the activity carried by a Ministry or a different central public entity;
- the aimed objectives, meaning the expected results that occur after running the program and which must mark a certain progress in reaching the desired goal;
- defining the program, specifying the priorities and indicating the time horizon it refers to;
- assessing the increasing possibilities of the efficiency/effectiveness after running the program;
- the financial effort needed to carry the program;
- results indicators, qualitative and quantitative indicators;
- financing the program – total financing and sources of descent.

The government approved the programs drawn up by the primary spending units. A few problems were encountered regarding the programs' settlement:

- in some cases, the programs were established depending rather on the activities than on the policies;
- in other cases, the programs were established depending rather on the finality, than on the policies.

From 2012, each ministry had several performance indicators with programs presented. But program budgeting does not seem to be a serious requirement as there are little incentives to make spending units take it seriously and parliament and civil society have not used the data to hold the executive to account.

In 2015, the State Audit Office of Georgia noted that line ministries needed to improve the realism and relevance of the quantitative and qualitative performance indicators presented with the programs. As an answer, the Ministry of Finance has issued order approving the instructions on the content, format and structure of programs. The instructions provided guidance for line ministries in developing their budgets and they require that the line ministries evaluate the efficiency of allocations. The annexes to the budget provide the related performance indicators for the programs.

3. Policy Planning System Framework in Georgia – A Critical Investigation

The policy planning system framework in Georgia based on a series of strategic documents: „Social- Economic Development Strategy – Georgia 2020”, “Policy Planning System Reform Strategy 2015-2017”, “Public Finance Reform Strategy and Action Plan”, “Georgian Public Administration Reform Strategy”, “Action Plan for Open Government Partnership”, “National Anticorruption Strategy and Action Plan”, as well as the sectoral policies and strategies. The problem is that, across these various products, it is difficult to find comprehensive consistency of thought and strategic direction. The various strategic documents all derive from different processes involving different players and with different purposes – some are of political character, others are focused on EU accession, yet others are target at EU fund access. In reality, none is a proper strategic government-wide framework that gives unequivocal direction to the Georgian people and public sector about what the government intends to achieve.

Government never had sufficient mechanisms to ensure the following:

- the revision of the political commitments that are planned or already exist in the mentioned strategic documents through the new information tied to the macro-fiscal framework;
- the revision of the planned or already existent public policies in light of decisions to follow other goals of policies rather than the ones in the documents mentioned above;
identifying the degree in which different aspects of the existent set of policies can be put into practice on medium term, therefore the degree in which the time running and the implementation details of some policies must be changed;

- the actual testing of the viability for the current public policies options through a process of strategic planning which will give information about the impact and probability of their successful implementation.

More specifically, the following problems were identified: There is no legislation based, that defines each sphere and stage of policy planning which shall include policy study, policy preparation, policy reporting, policy monitoring and valuation. There is no clear indication as to what the link between strategic planning and policy framework is, what kind of order exists and what kind of correlation is observed between them.

The lack of clear policy direction in these documents is also led to the introduction of a significant number of policy involvements which are detailed aspects of policy delivery (typically the purview of delegated agencies like line ministries). This also led to the introduction of a significant number of policy products (including passing of new laws) that were not disciplined by a policy framework, or costed. In a number of cases, these resulted in unfunded mandates, sometimes introduced for implementation within a specific budget period (requiring significant funds movements, which undermined the value of the formulated budget).

Being aware of its policy-making weaknesses, Georgia's government has pursued various reforms in the past three years. These include organizational changes across and within ministries. An important role in the public policies process at the level of central public administration in the Government of Georgia. Nowadays, it transformed to the Administration of the Government of Georgia, which has the following main tasks:

- Setting and coordinating the priorities derived from strategic documents in order to achieve the objectives of the Government in partnership with the resort ministries;
- Correlating the governmental policies with the commitments and conditions undertook by the Cabinet in relation with international organizations;
- Coordinating activities related to working out government programs and control of fulfillment of these programs;
- Supporting and monitoring of implementation of social-economic and other state purposeful programs;
- Participating in measures related to working out the draft state budget;

A sequel of this measure was the drawing up of the Policy Planning System Reform Strategy of improvement the elaboration, coordination and planning system of the public policies at the level of central public administration in 2015. Strategic planning within the central public administration is seen as an action that reunites in a single management framework such aspects as: public policies planning, budget drafting, establishing the priorities and the organizational planning.

According to the Policy Planning System Reform Strategy and Action Plan, the strategic planning in Georgia is introduced in two stages. In the first stage, the management component of the strategic plans was prepared. Its content targets the following aspects: the institutions' mandate, its vision, joint values, the analysis of the internal and external environment, the medium-term priorities and the activity directions. The Minister who is in charge of referred to Ministry will approve the final draft of the management component of the Institution's Strategic Plan. Before signing the final draft of the Strategic Plan, this must be assured at the level of all the ministries and must be presented within the Government's preliminary work meeting. This will ensure that the way in which these norms are imposed by the methodology is kept trace of, as well as an exchange of good practice between the ministries.

For the trans-sectoral policies, the management components from the strategic plans of the ministries must be conformed through the inter-ministry permanent councils. The councils have an advisory role, and their involvement will insure the coordination of the activities that take place in different ministries that have distinct tasks within a political segment. This will lead to the avoidance of their overlapping in functions and activities. At the end, after all the conforming procedures are applied, the updated and improved draft of the strategic plan will be adopted by the government, as well as the public policies documents or other projects for normative documents.

The solicitation that the line ministries present within a matrix with information regarding the ministries' policies, objectives, expected results, beneficiaries, current status (related to the public policies), activities of the reform programs and budgetary implications and risks was simultaneously introduced in 2015 for the budget of the year 2016.

The second stage took into account the program budgeting component, which will insure the necessary connection between the public policies planning processes and the processes regarding the preparation of the budget. The methodology regarding the strategic planning system on medium term for the central public administration institutions mentions that the Finance Ministry will include in the annual methodology of the budget elaboration instructions about the necessity to establish a clear connection between the public policies and the priorities in the strategic plans of the spending units, on one hand, and the budgetary allotments, on the other hand.

In accordance with the strategic planning methodology – the program budgetary component, each program described by a strategic plan must correspond to a program that is really included in the yearly law of the state budget. In case of the ministry which creates a new budgetary program or sub-program during the elaboration of the budgetary programming component, this will appear within the strategic plan, and afterwards is undertaken in the documents needed to draw up the budget. So, the documents will be updated after the passing of the budget by the Parliament.

The following will be presented for each budgetary program for drawing up of this component of the strategic plan: the analysis of the current state, the objective of the budgetary program, performance results and indicators, new financing initiatives, implementation mechanisms and the main tasks as well all the program's financing.

Performance Management Framework Development

The clarity in expressing the objective(s) is essential for the success of a program's implementation, allowing the targeted allotment of the budgetary resources. In many situations, establishing the objective actually represents the solution to a major problem. These objectives should be
defined SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Timed. The performance results and indicators must be defined in close relation with the program's objective. The results of the program can be divided in two categories:

- the outcomes of the public policy – which describe in a measurable manner the changes that occurred in the economic, cultural and social environment. These represent the long-term impact generated by the results obtained in a different time period. Afterwards, the policy's results allow the decision factors and the society to evaluate the degree in which the objectives were achieved during the implementation step or after;
- the outcomes of the actions – which are services or products supplied by an institution depending on its goal and for which the institution is totally responsible.

The outcomes of the public policy and the outcomes of the actions must have a series of features in order to be useful in the budgetary planning process. Therefore, the outcomes of the public policies are [4, p.11]:

- should adequately reflect the government's objectives and priorities;
- should be indicated by the impact on the community;
- should be differentiated from the agency's strategies to which they contribute;
- should clearly identify target groups, if so focused;
- should be achievable in the specified time frame;
- should be possible to monitor and assess the achievement of the outcome;
- should be possible to identity the causal link between agency's output and the outcome;
- should have clarity in definition and description to be easily reported externally.

The outcomes of the actions are:

- should be a good or service provided to individuals/organizations external to the agency;
- should be able to be clearly identified and described;
- should be for final use and not for an internal process or intermediate output;
- should contribute to achievement of planned outcomes;
- should be under the control (directly or indirectly) of the agency;
- should be able to generate information on attributes of performance – price, quantity and quality.
- should generate information that is a basis for performance comparisons over time or with other actual or potential providers.

Performance indicators are measurable factors that show the degree in which the results were reached. The indicators must be drawn up based on the existent statistics. The results achievement level can be tested with indicators must be drawn up based on the existent statistics. The results achievement level can be tested with indicators that can be measured and for which the institution is totally responsible.

Based on the stipulated measure, the Georgian government tends to integrate the budget in the strategic planning system. Thus, depending on the information and data included in the program budgeting component, the Ministry of Finance in Georgia strives to prepare the public expenses framework on medium term as well as the sectoral ceilings for the annual budget. Furthermore, budget projects of ministries sent to the Ministry of Finance must be drawn up according to the budget programming component.

These actions represent essential elements for the introduction of the performance-based budgeting, which is an important mechanism for the fiscal and economic sustainability in Georgia.

Concluding Remarks

Strategic planning can be a useful and even an instrumental tool in achieving efficient management of public finances in the context of implementing performance-based program budgeting. Performance-based program budgeting is the practice of developing budgets based on the relationship between program funding levels and expected results from that program. Performance based budgeting support the service effectiveness and efficiency, promoting increasing the accountability and transparency in connection with the results. From a political point of view, performance-based budgeting has a great potential to allow the Parliament to analyze political implications of the decisions regarding public expenses because these are concentrated on generating information about the services’ efficiency in connection to the formal objectives that were set for them. Georgia has been formally moved to the program budgeting but needs further development to improvement up to performance-based budgeting. The following problems were identified: there is no legislation adopted that would define each sphere and stage of the policy planning, which shall include the study, preparation, reporting, monitoring and assessment of policy. There is no clear indication as to what the link is between strategic planning, budgeting and policy framework, what kind of order exists and if there is a correlation between them.

The basic budget policy framework system has already been established in Georgia but it requires further strengthening. Moreover, additional work on reforming is needed in the following spheres: improvement of program budgeting; Strengthening links between strategic planning, budgeting and policy framework.
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